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Abstract—This paper presents an information-driven sensor
management problem, referred to as treasure hunt, which is relevant to mobile-sensor applications such as mine hunting, monitoring, and surveillance. The objective is to infer a hidden variable
or treasure by selecting a sequence of measurements associated
with multiple fixed targets distributed in the sensor workspace.
The workspace is represented by a connectivity graph, where each
node represents a possible sensor deployment, and the arcs represent possible sensor movements. An additive conditional entropy
reduction function is presented to efficiently compute the expected
benefit of a measurement sequence over time. Then, the optimal
treasure hunt strategy is determined by a novel label-correcting
algorithm operating on the connectivity graph. The methodology is illustrated through the board game of CLUE , which is
shown to be a benchmark example of the treasure hunt problem.
The game results show that a computer player implementing the
strategies developed in this paper outperforms players implementing Bayesian networks, Q-learning, or constraint satisfaction, as
well as human players.
Index Terms—Bayesian networks (BNs), computer game playing, influence diagrams (IDs), label-correcting algorithms, mine
hunting, path planning, search theory, sensor planning, value of
information.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N THIS paper, the basic treasure hunt problem and algorithms are developed and illustrated through the board
game of CLUE . The same algorithms are applied in [1] to
manage a robotic sensor in a mine-hunting application. As
was recently pointed out in [2], games are ideal benchmarks
for testing computational intelligence theories and algorithms
because they provide challenging dynamic environments with
rules and objectives that are easily understood. CLUE constitutes an excellent benchmark for the treasure hunt problem
because the information obtained during the game depends on
the position of the pawn. The objective is to infer hidden cards
from suggestions made upon entering the rooms of the CLUE
mansion. However, in order to make a suggestion involving a
particular room card, the pawn must occupy the corresponding
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room in the mansion. Therefore, a game strategy must plan
the suggestions’ sequence and enabling pawn motions based
on the evidence that becomes available over time. By viewing
the suggestions as measurements and the rooms as targets, an
approach is developed for computing optimal strategies from an
influence diagram (ID) representation of the game.
As shown in [1] and [3], the treasure hunt is a basic
information-driven sensor management problem that is relevant
to several mobile-sensor applications, such as robotic mine
hunting [4], cleaning [5], and monitoring of urban environments
[3], manufacturing plants [6], and endangered species [7].
Recently, several authors have demonstrated that informationdriven sensor management is a general and effective framework
for planning a measurement sequence based on a probability mass function (PMF) that is referred to as sensor
model [8]–[13]. Relative entropy was used in [8] to solve a
multisensor–multitarget assignment problem and also in [9] and
[13] to manage agile sensors with Gaussian models for target
detection and classification. Entropy and the Mahalanobis distance measure were used in [10] for sensor selection in ad hoc
sensor networks. The theory of optimal experiments was implemented in [11] to develop optimal adaptive-search strategies
for the detection and classification of buried targets. In [12],
the Rényi information divergence applied to the prior and
posterior joint multitarget probability density functions was
used to manage the trajectories of multiple aerial vehicles.
The objective of information-driven sensor management is to
decrease the uncertainty or entropy of one or more hypothesis
variables that are not observable or hidden. A basic difficulty
associated with the use of entropy-based functions is that they
are typically nonadditive and myopic, in that they do not
consider the effects of prior measurements on those that are
performed subsequently [8]–[10], [13]–[15]. In this paper, the
effect of prior measurements is taken into account by defining
the measurement benefit as the expected entropy reduction
(EER) conditioned on prior measurements, which is shown to
be additive over time in Section IV.
The sensor workspace is represented by a novel connectivity
graph with a subset of nodes that are referred to as observation cells. Each observation cell represents a deployment
or configuration that enables one sensor measurement. The
sensor can move between adjacent nodes by paying a penalty
or cost that is attached to the arc between them. The treasure
hunt can be viewed as an extension of the satisficing-search
problem of digging buried treasure chests [16]–[18] in which
the connectivity graph specifies the ordering constraints to be
satisfied by the search. As in [16]–[18], the measurements’
outcomes are unknown a priori and cannot be factored into the
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Fig. 1. CLUE mansion and game pieces. CLUE & 2006 Hasbro, Inc.
Used with permission.

decision problem. However, unlike satisficing searches, in the
treasure hunt, measurements are not necessarily binary and are
used to infer a hidden hypothesis variable. Existing dynamic
programming algorithms based on label-correcting [19] and
Viterbi searches [20] are not directly applicable to the connectivity graph. Thus, a novel label-correcting pruning algorithm
is presented in Section VI-A to reduce the number of feasible
solutions based on distance while retaining the strategy with
maximum measurement profit. This label-correcting algorithm
generates a pruned connectivity tree that is folded into an ID
to obtain a compact representation of the treasure hunt problem
(Section VI-B).
The board game of CLUE , described in Section II, is used
to illustrate the treasure hunt problem formulated in Section III.
The EER measurement-benefit function and its properties are
presented in Section IV. The ID representation of the treasure
hunt problem is obtained in Section VI and is demonstrated
through the board game of CLUE in Section VII. The
game results presented in Section VIII show that a computer
player implementing the strategies obtained from the ID outperforms computer players implementing Bayesian networks
(BNs) [21], Q-learning [22], or constraint satisfaction (CS),
as well as human players.
II. B OARD G AME OF CLUE
The board game of CLUE is chosen as a benchmark
example because its rules and objectives are easily understood,
and it exhibits all the basic challenges of the treasure hunt problem. The game’s objective is to determine the guilty suspect,
weapon, and room of an imaginary murder. However, in order
to gather evidence about the room of the murder, the player’s
pawn must be inside the room. Hence, the type of evidence that
may be gathered by the player depends on the position of the
pawn in the CLUE mansion. The mansion has nine rooms
and is shown on the game board in Fig. 1. The six suspects
are represented by the pawns and may use any one of six toy
weapons. Each item in the game is also represented by an
illustrated card in the deck, for a total of 21 cards.
At the onset of the game, one card from each item category
(room, suspect, and weapon) is randomly selected, removed

from the deck, and hidden in an envelope for the remainder
of the game. The remaining cards are dealt to the players
who subsequently eliminate their own cards from their list of
possible hidden items. The players move their pawns about the
mansion by rolling the die, and when they enter a particular
room, they can make a suggestion that must include that room,
and any item from the suspect and weapon categories. The
following are the three ways for a pawn to enter a room: 1) a
door illustrated on the game board (Fig. 1); 2) a secret passage
connecting opposite corners (Fig. 1); or 3) being suggested as
the murder suspect by one of the other players. After a player
makes a suggestion involving the potential room, suspect, and
murder weapon, the next player must refute it by showing one
of these cards from his/her own deck, if possible. Otherwise, the
player must state that he/she has none of the suggested cards,
and other players must attempt to refute the suggestion. When
none of the players is able to refute it, it can be inferred that
the suggested cards are the hidden ones or that they belong
to the player who made the suggestion. By entering rooms
and making suggestions, players gather evidence about the
adversaries’ cards and infer the values of the hidden cards.
The problem of making decisions on the pawn movements
and suggestions that optimize the value of the information
gathered during the game can be viewed as an example of the
treasure hunt problem formulated in the next section.
III. T REASURE H UNT P ROBLEM
The objective of the treasure hunt problem is to infer a hidden
variable or treasure y, referred to as hypothesis variable, from
the outcomes of multiple measurements. In this paper, y is a
discrete random variable with a finite range Y = {y 1 , . . . , y p },
where y  represents the th possible value of y. A measurement
mi is a discrete random variable that represents a clue or feature
that is observable from a corresponding target. Every measurement variable mi has a finite range Mi = {m1i , . . . , mN
i },
where mi denotes the th possible value of mi . Although y
is hidden, it can be inferred from one or more measurements
in an available set M = {m1 , . . . , mr } by means of a known
joint PMF P (y, M ) = P (y, m1 , . . . , mr ) that admits a BN
factorization (Section IV).
The set M represents all possible measurements that can be
obtained from r fixed targets located in the sensor workspace.
The sensor workspace is represented by a finite set of discrete
cells, K = {κ1 , . . . , κq }, where each cell represents a possible
sensor deployment or configuration. The sensor may visit only
one cell at a time and obtain at most one measurement z(tk ) =
mi ∈ M in each cell. An observation cell, denoted by (¯·), is
defined as a deployment that enables one sensor measurement,
while a deployment in a void cell does not enable any measurements. The set of all cells that enable a measurement mi
is denoted by K̄i . After visiting a cell κi , the sensor can move
to an adjacent cell κj by incurring a cost dij = dji , referred to
as distance. In this paper, it is assumed that the distance and
adjacency relationships between cells are provided by a graph:
Definition 3.1 (Connectivity Graph With Observations): A
connectivity graph with observations, G, is a nondirected graph
where each node represents either an observation cell or a void
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cell, and two nodes, κi and κj , are connected by an arc (κi , κj ),
with the distance dij attached, if and only if the corresponding
cells are adjacent.
A systematic cell decomposition approach for computing
G in robotic-sensor applications is provided in [1]. Also, an
approach for obtaining the BN factorization of P (y, M ) for
a variety of sensor types is presented in [23] and [24]. If
measurements are required from all r targets, then the search
for the minimum-cost complete-coverage path [25] can be
reduced to a traveling salesman problem in G [26]. However,
in many applications, complete coverage is infeasible, and only
a subset of the targets can be visited due to energy and time
considerations. Let the sensor movements between cells be
indexed by a discrete time tk . Then, if the sensor is in κi at time
tk , the cells that can be visited at a time tk+1 are all the cells
adjacent to κi in G. Thus, at every time tk , the sensor makes an
action decision, a(tk ), on which cell to move to at time tk+1 ,
and a test decision, u(tk ), on whether to make an available
measurement when in an observation cell (see Section V for
a review of test and action decisions). The sensor reward at tk
is the measurement profit defined as the measurement benefit,
B, minus the cost of the measurements, J, and of the sensor
movement or distance, D, i.e.,
R(tk ) = wB · B(tk ) − wJ · J(tk ) − wD · D(tk )

(1)

where wB , wJ , and wD are user-defined weights that are chosen
based on the units and relative importance of the respective
objective functions. B is shown to be an additive function of
P (y, M ) in Section IV, and J and D are additive by definition.
Then, an optimal sensor decision strategy can be obtained by
solving the following problem.
Problem 3.2 (Treasure Hunt Problem): Given a connectivity graph with observations, G, and a joint PMF,
P (y, m1 , . . . , mr ), of a hypothesis variable y and r measurements, m1 , . . . , mr , find the strategy σ ∗ = {u(tk ), a(tk )| k =
0, . . . , f } that maximizes the total measurement profit
V =

f


R(tk )

(2)

k=0

for a sensor that moves from a cell κ0 to a cell κf in G.
If the targets could be observed in any order, then the optimal
strategy would be to select the measurements in decreasing
order of their benefit-to-cost ratios [17]. However, in the treasure hunt, measurements are obtained over time by visiting
observation cells according to the adjacency relationships in
G, which constitute a new class of ordering constraints [17].
Thus, the treasure hunt problem can be viewed as an extension
of the satisficing-search problem of digging treasure chests
buried at multiple sites, which must be searched in a specified
sequential order [17]. As in [17], the measurements’ outcomes
are unknown a priori and cannot be therefore factored into the
decision problem. Decisions on which cells to visit are made
based on the expected benefit of the measurements. However,
unlike the satisficing-search problem, the treasure hunt is not
limited to binary measurement variables or to AND–OR-tree
representations of the problem. By introducing a hidden hypothesis variable and a nonmyopic additive measurement-
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benefit function (Section IV), the treasure hunt problem can be
extended to mobile-sensor applications, as shown in [1].
The board game of CLUE constitutes an excellent benchmark for the treasure hunt problem because the pawn’s position
determines the allowable suggestion (or measurement) about
the hidden room card, which is viewed as the hidden hypothesis
variable. Decisions on the pawn’s movements must be made
before the suggestion’s outcome becomes available. Therefore,
the game strategy σ ∗ must optimize a tradeoff between the expected benefit of visiting a room and the cost, which consists of
the distance traveled and of the turn used to make a suggestion.
As shown in the next section, the measurement benefit B can
be formulated as an additive function of the joint PMF P (y, M )
that estimates the reduction in uncertainty on y, conditioned
on the evidence that may be obtained from one or more of the
available measurements.
IV. M EASUREMENT -B ENEFIT F UNCTION
A basic difficulty in the treasure hunt and other sensor
management problems consists of assessing the benefit of performing one or more measurements mi , . . . , mj ∈ M prior to
obtaining them from the targets. The objective is to decrease
the uncertainty of the hypothesis variable y, which can be
represented by entropy. However, entropy-based functions are
typically nonadditive and myopic, in that they do not consider
the effect of prior measurements on those that are performed
subsequently [8]–[10], [13]–[15]. The effect of a prior measurement, z, can be taken into account by considering the
conditional entropy function defined in terms of the variable’s
conditional PMF, P (y|z), i.e.,
 
P (y = y  , z = z j ) log2 P (y = y  |z = z j )
H(y|z) = −
z j ∈Z y  ∈Y

= − Ey,z {log2 P (y|z)}

(3)

where, y  and z j denote values in the variables’ ranges, Y and
Z, respectively, and E denotes expectation with respect to its
subscript [27]. However, conditional entropy is not additive because H(y|zi , zj ) = H(y|zi ) + H(y|zj ). Consider instead the
conditional mutual information of three discrete and random
variables y, z1 , and z2 , defined as
I(y; z2 |z1 ) = H(y|z1 )− H(y|z1 , z2 )

P (y, z2 |z1 )
= Ey,z1 ,z2 log2
.
P (y|z1 )P (z2 |z1 )

(4)
(5)

For simplicity, the shorthand notation zk = z(tk ) is adopted
in the remainder of this section. The following result can be
used to define a nonmyopic and additive measurement-benefit
function.
Theorem 4.1: Let Ztf = {z1 , . . . , zf } be a sequence of measurements about a hypothesis variable y that is performed
through a discrete-time Markov process defined over a set of
decision epochs {t1 , . . . , tf }. Then, the entropy reduction
ΔH(tk ) ≡ H(tk−1 ) − H(tk )
= H(y|zk−1 , . . . , z1 ) − H(y|zk , . . . , z1 )
= I(y; zk |zk−1 , . . . , z1 ) = I(y; zk |Ztk−1 )
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is a conditional mutual information, and represents the reduction in uncertainty in y that is incurred at time tk , when an
additional measurement zk is performed. The entropy reduction
is a reward function that is additive over time. Hence, the total
measurement benefit
Btot =

f


ΔH(tk ) = I(y; z1 , . . . , zf )

(7)

k=1

is the reduction in uncertainty brought about by all measurements in Ztf . See Appendix I for the proof.
The following result is useful in obtaining a decision policy that selects an optimal measurement sequence Ztf =
{z1 , . . . , zf } from a set of r possible measurements, with f < r.
Remark 4.2: The measurement benefit at any time tk ∈
(t0 , tf ]
B(tk ) =

k


ΔH(ti )

(8)

i=1

obtained from a sequence of measurements whose individual
outcomes are independent of time, is independent of the order
in which the measurements are performed.
A proof is provided in Appendix II.
As shown in Section VI-A, using the aforementioned results, the connectivity graph can be pruned based solely on
distance, without eliminating strategies that optimize the total
measurement profit (2). As shown in (8), at any time tk , the
measurement-benefit function must account for the entropy reduction of all combinations of measurement outcomes that may
be obtained prior to tk . The results in the following section are
derived to demonstrate that for certain forms of the joint PMF,
P (y, M ), the entropy reduction can be obtained efficiently
using a computation that is recursive with respect to time.
A. Efficient Computation of EER Over Time
BNs are a convenient paradigm for representing multivariate
joint PMFs obtained from data or expert domain knowledge,
such as sensor models [23], [24], [28]. Every random variable
in the BN universe X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is assumed to have a
finite range and is represented by a node in the graph. Arcs between the nodes represent conditional probability relationships
between the variables and determine the form of the recursive
factorization

P (X) ≡ P (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
P (xl |π(xl ))
(9)
xl ∈X

where π(xl ) denotes the set of parents of node xl in X.
Factors in (9) are conditional PMFs given by the BN conditional
probability tables (CPTs). Assume that the joint PMF in the
treasure hunt problem, P (y, M ), admits the BN factorization
in (9). From (6), the measurement benefit of an admissible
measurement zk = mj ∈ M at time tk is
I(y; zk = mj |Ztk−1 )

= Ey,mj ,zk−1 ,...,z1 log2

P (y, zk = mj |Ztk−1 )
P (y|Ztk−1 )P (zk = mj |Ztk−1 )

Fig. 2. Examples of (a) divergent and (b) feedforward BN factorizations of
the joint PMF P (y, M ).

and must be computed for every admissible sequence of
measurements Ztk−1 ≡ {z1 , z2 , . . . , zk−1 }, obtained before tk .
Then, the joint PMF P (y, zk = mj , Ztk−1 ) is obtained by marginalizing the remaining measurements out of the joint PMF
P (y, M ), and the posterior PMFs in (10) are obtained from
P (y, zk = mj , Ztk−1 ) by a straightforward application of the
factorization in (9) and Bayes’ rule. If the joint PMF P (y, M )
admits a divergent or a feedforward factorization, as shown in
Fig. 2, the measurement-benefit function (8) can be computed
recursively over time, as shown in the remainder of this section.
Suppose that the joint PMF P (y, M ) can be represented by
the divergent BN structure in Fig. 2(a), which represents the
factorization

P (mi |y)
(11)
P (y, M ) = P (y)
mi ∈M

where all factors are known from the BN CPTs [Fig. 2(a)]. At
time t0 , the entropy of the hypothesis variable is H(t0 ) = H(y)
and can be obtained from the CPT P (y) in Fig. 2(a). If a
sequence Ztk contains the subset of measurements Mk ⊂ M ,
and none of these measurements is ever repeated over the time
interval (t0 , tf ], then H(tk ) = H(y|Ztk ) can be obtained from
(3) using the posterior PMF
P (y|Ztk ) =

P (y, Ztk )
P (Z )
 tk

=

(10)

P (y, m1 ,. . ., mi = mi ,. . ., mr )
P (Ztk )

.

For an admissible measurement zk = mj ∈ M at time tk , the
aforesaid posterior PMF can be written as (12), shown at the
bottom of the next page, and the joint PMF is given by
 

P (Ztk ) =
P y = y  , Ztk
y  ∈Y



mi ∈Mi ,mi ∈Mk

=



 


P zk = mj |y = y  P y = y  , Ztk−1

y  ∈Y
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where P (zk = mj |y) is available from the BN CPT associated
with node mj . The aforementioned PMFs are both formulated
with respect to P (y, Ztk−1 ), which is available from the previous time step tk−1 . This recursive entropy computation exploits
the BN factorization to gain computational efficiency compared
to a brute-force marginalization of P (y, M ). A similar approach is also used in the arc-reversal method and in junctiontree propagation algorithms [29].
Another case in which the entropy reduction can be computed recursively is that of a BN structure with feedforward connections among the measurement nodes, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The measurement nodes are ordered such that if
i < j, then there is an arc from mi to mj , and the joint PMF
exhibits the following factorization:
o

P (y, M ) = P (y)

r


P (mj |y, mj−1 , . . . , m1 )

The joint PMF needed for computing the expectation in (10) is
also computed recursively as follows:
P (y, Ztk ) = P (y, zk = mk , Ztk−1 )



=
P y, m1 , . . . , mi = mi , . . . , mr
mi ∈Mi ,mi ∈Mko

=

P (zk = mk |y, Ztk−1 )P (y|Ztk−1 )
.
P (zk = mk |Ztk−1 )

P (zk = mk |Ztk−1 )
 

P y = y  , zk = mk |Ztk−1
=
y  ∈Y

=



 


P zk = mk |y = y  , Ztk−1 P y = y  |Ztk−1 .

y  ∈Y

(16)



P mj |y, mj−1 , . . . , mi = mi , . . . , m1

×

j=1

= P (y)

k

i=1

×



P (mi |y, mi−1 , . . . , m1 )
r




P mj = mj |y, mj−1 , . . . , m1

mj ∈Mj j=k+1

= P (y)

k


P (mi |y, mi−1 , . . . , m1 )

i=1

= P (zk = mk |y, Ztk−1 )P (y, Ztk−1 ).

(17)

Equations (12) and (15) are used to efficiently compute the
nonmyopic additive measurement-benefit function in (8) from
the PMFs obtained at the previous time step, P (y|Ztk−1 ) and
P (y, Ztk−1 ), and from the available BN CPTs (Fig. 2). Also, by
arc reversal [28], the joint PMF P (y, Ztk ) obtained from (17) is
the CPT of the hypothesis variable y in the ID representation of
the treasure hunt problem derived in Section VI. The definitions
of ID and related background material are reviewed in the next
section.
V. B ACKGROUND ON IDs

(15)

Then, the new BN factorization (14) is exploited to compute the
posterior PMF at the denominator recursively

P (y)

mi ∈Mi ,mi ∈Mko
r


(14)

P (y|Ztk ) = P (y|zk = mk , Ztk−1 )



=

j=1

where the measurement set is now totally ordered M 0 ≡
{m1 , . . . , mr }. This type of BN structure may be useful in
representing the probabilistic relationships between measurements with the same range that are interchangeable and can thus
be ordered according to the time at which they are performed,
such that Mko = {m1 , . . . , mk } = Ztk and Mko ⊂ M o . The
entropy reduction is still computed from (6), but the posterior
PMF needed to compute H(tk ) is now obtained by applying the
probability law P (y|z1 , z2 ) = P (z2 |y, z1 )P (y|z1 )/P (z2 |z1 )
as follows:
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IDs can be used to represent discrete-time decision processes
with limited information involving both action and test
decisions and are reviewed comprehensively in [28]. Although
other paradigms, such as decision trees [30] and independent
choice logic [31], are also applicable, IDs are used in this paper
because they provide a compact representation of the decision
problem underlying the treasure hunt and illustrate graphically
the domain structure [32]. The PMF P along with a chosen decision policy determines the evolution of the system’s state, x.
Let tk index the time slices, and let x(tk ) and a(tk ) denote a
chance and an action decision variable at time tk , respectively.
Then, the decision nodes in the ID have the temporal order
a(t1 ) ≺ a(t2 ) ≺ · · · ≺ a(tf ), and each chance node preceding

P (y|Ztk ) = P (y|zk = mj , Ztk−1 )
P (y)
=
=

mi ∈Mk

P (mi |y)


mi ∈Mi

mi ∈Mk



P mi = mi |y

P (Ztk )
P (y)

P (mi |y)
P (zk = mj |y)P (y, Ztk−1 )
=
P (Ztk )
P (Ztk )

mi ∈Mk
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an action node, e.g., x(ti−1 ) ≺ a(ti ), is known by the time that
action is taken.
Definition 5.1: An ID is a tuple {U, A, Ω, P, R} representing
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over a set of nodes, U , with the
following properties.
1) U is a set of nodes that can be partitioned into chance
nodes UC , decision nodes UD , and utility nodes UV . The
members of U are also referred to as variables of the ID.
2) A is a set of arcs defined over U such that {U, A} forms
a DAG. If the DAG contains an arc (xi , xj ) ∈ A, then the
node xi is a parent of xj , and xj is a child of xi . Utility
nodes have no children.
3) Ω is the range of the chance and decision nodes, where
each node has a finite set of mutually exclusive states.
The utility nodes have no states.
4) P is a conditional PMF defined over the chance nodes,
given their parents. The CPT P (x|π(x)) is attached to
every chance node x in the DAG, and P (x = x |π(x)= w)
is a positive number such that P (Ω(x)|π(x) = w) = 1 ∀w.
5) R : Ω(π(v)) → R is the utility or reward function defined
over the parents of the utility node, v, and R is said to be
attached to v.
In an ID, a measurement variable can be represented by a
chance or test node, z. The decision on whether to perform an
admissible measurement is referred to as a test decision and
is denoted by u. While an action decision changes the state
of the system, x, a test decision affects the evidence that may
become available about the hidden variables [28, Ch. 4]. The
type of evidence obtained for the hidden variables may, in turn,
influence the action decisions, but it does not change the state
of the system directly, only our knowledge of it. From the ID
representation of a process, it is possible to compute an optimal
strategy for the sequence of action and test decisions between
an initial and a final time, t0 and tf , respectively.
Definition 5.2: A strategy is a class of admissible policies
that consists of a sequence of functions
σ = {c0 , c1 , . . . , cf }
where ck maps the state and test variables {x(tk ), z(tk )} into
the admissible action and test decisions
{a(tk ), u(tk )} = ck [x(t0 ), a(t1 ), u(t1 ), x(t1 ), . . . ,
a(tk−1 ), u(tk−1 ), x(tk−1 )]

(18)

such that ck [·] ∈ Ω(UD (tk )), for all x(tk ) and z(tk ).
Based on the results in Section IV, the treasure hunt reward
R can be represented as a measurement-profit function (1) that
is additive over time. Thus, given an ID representation of the
treasure hunt problem, an optimal strategy σ ∗ that maximizes
the total reward (2) over the time interval (t0 , tf ] can be obtained using variable-elimination and junction-tree algorithms
reviewed in [28, Ch. 7] and [33]. One difficulty associated with
the use of IDs is determining the structure and CPTs, which
are not easily learned from data due to the time-varying nature
of the problems they describe. Another difficulty is obtaining
tractable ID structures that capture the problem domain by
a minimal number of nodes and arcs, without giving rise to
complexity problems [28]. A systematic and effective approach

for obtaining an ID representation of the treasure hunt problem
is presented in the next section.
VI. ID R EPRESENTATION OF THE
T REASURE H UNT P ROBLEM
The treasure hunt problem addresses the coupled processes
of sensor motion and inference that arise when planning the
sensing strategy of a mobile sensor. The treasure hunt reward,
defined in (1), includes the measurement benefit (8) to be optimized with respect to the measurement sequence Ztk . However,
since each measurement is only enabled by a subset of observation cells, the sequence Ztk depends on the sensor’s motion
in the connectivity graph G, which represents the search constraints. In the next sections, an approach is developed for obtaining an ID representation of G that includes a pruned subset
of admissible decisions. Then, the ID is augmented to include y
and the posterior PMF P (y|Ztk ) derived in Theorem 4.1,
in order to model the inference process, and compute the measurement benefit over time. In the next section, a novel labelcorrecting algorithm is presented to transform G into a pruned
connectivity tree that contains a subset of admissible paths,
including the one associated with the optimal strategy. It is
shown that by exploiting the definitions of void and observation
cells, pruning can be conducted based solely on distance while
still guaranteeing optimality with respect to the total reward (2).
A. Pruned Connectivity Tree
A tree representation of all admissible sensor paths from κ0
to κf in G can be obtained by an exhaustive search approach,
such as breadth-first search [14, pp. 73–74], which takes into
account the adjacency relationships in G. By this approach, the
number of cells that can be visited at a time tk grows exponentially with k. Label-correcting algorithms employ the principle
of optimality [34] to reduce the amount of computation required
to search for the shortest path in a graph or network [19]. Since
the measurement profit (1) depends not only on distance but
also on the measurement sequence, existing graph-searching
algorithms are not applicable to the treasure hunt problem.
The novel pruning algorithm presented in this section takes
into account the objective of minimizing distance in order to
eliminate a significant number of suboptimal paths at every
time step tk based on the principle of optimality [34]. For
convenience, the following terminology is introduced.
Definition 6.1 (Connectivity Tree): The connectivity tree Tr
associated with a connectivity graph with observations, G, and
two nodes κ0 , κf ∈ G, is a tree graph with κ0 as the root and
κf as the leaf. The tree nodes represent void or observation
cells, and the additive distance metric dij is attached to the
arc (κi , κj ). A tree branch from the root to a leaf represents a
sequence of cells or channel joining κ0 to κf .Then, the pruning
algorithm shown in Appendix III transforms G into a pruned
connectivity tree with the following properties.
1) Two branches are said to be information equivalent if they
connect the same cells κi and κl and contain the same set
of observation cells, regardless of the order.
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2) Two branches that are information equivalent can coexist in Tr if and only if they represent the same
channel.
3) A branch in Tr connecting any two cells κi and κl has the
shortest total distance of any other information-equivalent
branch in G.
Assume that the nodes in G are provided as a list of integers
L = {0, ±1, . . . , ±q} that are ordered by their absolute value
and represent the list of cells K = {κ0 , κ1 , . . . , κq }, such that
an integer n = ±i in L represents the cell κi , and n ≥ 0 if κi is
a void cell, or n < 0 if κi is an observation cell. The arcs in G
are represented by a q × q symmetric matrix A = {aij }, where
aij = 1 if κi and κj are connected in G, aij = 0 if they are
disconnected, and aii = 0 to ensure tree growth. Another q × q
symmetric matrix D = {dij } contains the distance attached to
every arc (κi , κj ) in G. The pruning algorithm in Appendix III
takes L, A, D, κ0 , and κf as the inputs and returns a pruned
connectivity tree Tr in the form of two 2-D arrays, TREE and
DIST. The element in the jth row and tth column of TREE,
denoted by TREE(j, t), is an integer n = ±i, representing the
cell κi that is encountered at time index t, along the jth branch
in Tr . The array DIST contains the distance associated with
each arc in TREE such that DIST(j, t) = dki if TREE(j, t) =
±i and TREE(j, t − 1) = ±k.
The pruning algorithm compiles the arrays TREE and DIST
incrementally, beginning at the root κ0 and growing branches
spatially (columnwise) and temporally (row-wise) one node at
a time. Similar to other label-correcting algorithms [19], [35],
pruning also takes place incrementally, eliminating branches
that are information equivalent and suboptimal with respect
to distance at every time index. For this purpose, the array
DISTtot is computed such that DISTtot (j, t) is the total distance
between κ0 and the cell in TREE(j, t). At every time index
t ∈ (t0 , tf ], the pruning algorithm updates the array VISITED,
which contains a list of integers representing the nodes that
have already been visited by the algorithm, and the array
DISTshort , which contains the corresponding distance from
κ0 . As shown in Appendix IV, by applying the principle of
optimality, DISTshort is guaranteed to contain the shortest
distance of all information-equivalent branches connecting κ0
to every cell in VISITED. Since Tr contains all branches that
are not information equivalent, the same cells and channels can
appear in multiple branches that represent alternate paths for
obtaining subsets of measurements in M . However, as shown in
Appendix IV, Tr only contains the shortest of all informationequivalent paths from κ0 to κf in G, including the shortest
path from κ0 to κf . Each of these paths enables a different
subset of measurements by means of the minimum distance.
By Remark 4.2, the measurement benefit does not depend on
the order of the measurements, but only on the chosen subset.
Thus, by retaining all information-equivalent paths in Tr , the
measurement benefit can be excluded by the transformation
G ⇒ Tr , without eliminating any candidate solutions to the
optimal strategy σ ∗ . A detailed proof of the properties of Tr
is provided in Appendix IV.
A simple example of connectivity tree obtained from G in
Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. Another example, obtained from the

Fig. 3. Example of connectivity graph G with observation cells labeled in
gray, and distances attached to the arcs.

CLUE connectivity graph (Fig. 10), is shown in Appendix VI
and discussed in Section VII-B. As shown in Tables I and
II, pruning brings about considerable computational savings
and significantly reduces the size of the connectivity tree. The
size of the connectivity graph that can be transformed into
a connectivity tree in approximately the same amount time
is considerably larger for the pruning algorithm than for an
exhaustive search (Table I). By pruning information-equivalent
branches of longer distance, the branches of Tr display a higher
density of observation cells and may thus lead to a higher
measurement benefit in later steps. For example, Tr obtained
by the pruning algorithm in Table I contains a 1:1 ratio of void
to observation cells, while Tr obtained by exhaustive search
(which does not consider cell labels) contains a 3:1 ratio of void
to observation cells.
As shown in Appendix III, the computation of Tr can be further simplified by means of a user-specified parameter dM that
represents the maximum allowable distance from the shortest
path between κ0 and κf . When G is very large, the user can
use dM to limit the size of Tr at the expense of eliminating
candidate solutions to σ ∗ . A comparison of the computation
times required by the pruning algorithm and by exhaustive
search is shown in Table II for the same connectivity graph with
20 nodes, 45 arcs, and 12 observation cells, and different values
of dM , using a Pentium 4 computer with a 3.06-GHz processor.
Our numerical simulations also show that the pruning algorithm requires only a few hours, or even minutes, to generate
Tr from graphs with thousands of nodes, arcs, and observation cells, which cannot be reasonably handled by exhaustive
search.
As reviewed in [28, p. 228], it is always possible to transform a tree into an ID and vice versa. After applying the
pruning algorithm to G, an ID representation of the pruned
connectivity tree Tr can be obtained by means of the following
assignments.
1) Let the chance node x(tk ) denote the set of all cells that
the sensor can visit at time tk . For example, Ω(x(t2 )) =
{κ1 , κ2 } in Fig. 4.
2) Let the action decision node a(tk ) denote the set
of admissible action decisions at time tk , where μ
denotes the action decision to move to cell κ ∈ K. For
example, Ω(a(t2 )) = {μ3 , μ4 , μ6 } in Fig. 4, and
Ω(a(tf )) = {μf }.
3) Let the reward function be the negative distance R(tk ) =
−D[x(tk ), a(tk )] = −di for ∀κi ∈ Ω(x(tk )) and ∀μ ∈
Ω(a(tk )).
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Fig. 4. Connectivity tree Tr obtained by the pruning algorithm from G in Fig. 3 for κ0 = κ18 and κf = κ17 (observation cells are labeled in gray, and distances
are attached to the arcs).
TABLE I
PRUNING ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIME COMPARISON

Then, the ID in Fig. 5 represents the connectivity tree Tr ,
provided that the CPT
P (x(tk+1 ) = κj |x(tk )⎧= κi , a(tk ) = μ )
⎨ 1, if (κi , κj ) ∈ Tr and j = 
= 0, if (κi , κj ) ∈ Tr and j = 
⎩
0, if (κi , κj ) ∈ Tr ∀j, 

(19)

is attached to node x(tk ), where κi ∈ Ω(x(tk )), κj ∈
Ω(x(tk+1 )), and μ ∈ Ω(a(tk )) if and only if (κi , κ ) ∈ Tr
and κ ∈ Ω(x(tk+1 )). The cells in the chance nodes’ ranges
determine the admissible measurements and test decisions at
every time slice. The ID representation of the treasure hunt
problem is derived in the next section, by combining the ID
representation of the sensor motion constraints (Fig. 5) with that
of the inference process, which includes test variables and decisions, and utility nodes representing the measurement profit.
B. ID With Test Variables and Decisions
In the treasure hunt problem, the measurement variables are
distributed throughout the sensor workspace and are obtained

Fig. 5.

ID representation of Tr .

through the Markov process in Fig. 5, representing the sensor
motion. The sensor position x(tk ) determines the subset of
admissible measurements at time tk ∈ (t0 , tf ], and the outcome
of a measurement mi ∈ M is known only after the sensor
visits an observation cell κ̄j ∈ K̄i . It also follows that the
cells that can be visited by the sensor at tk (based on Fig. 5)
specify the range of the test variable z at tk . As reviewed in
[28, Ch. 7], a test variable in an ID can be represented by a
chance node. Let the chance node z(tk ) denote the set of all
measurements that can be performed by the sensor at time tk .
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Fig. 6. ID representation of sensor motion and measurements with action
decisions.

Then, its range is specified by the observation cells in the range
of x(tk )
mi ∈ Ω (z(tk )) ,

iﬀ Ω (x(tk ))

κ̄j ∈ K̄i .

(20)

With the aforementioned assignment, the ID in Fig. 6 represents
the sensor motion and measurement process, provided that
the CPT
P (z(tk ) = mi |x(tk ) = κ̄j )

P (mi ), if κ̄j ∈ Ω (x(tk )) and κ̄j ∈ K̄i
=
0,
otherwise

(21)

is attached to node z(tk ), and the utility node v(tk ) represents
the measurement benefit minus the distance traveled at time tk .
Test decision nodes u(tk ) represent the option of performing
one or none of the available measurements. In addition to the
distance traveled, the measurement process may involve a cost
J(tk ) representing energy or computational power consumption. Then, through the test decision u, a sensor in an observation cell may decide to perform the corresponding measurement
only if its benefit exceeds its cost. Following an approach
presented in [28, Ch. 7], u is included in the ID in Fig. 6 by
including the value unobserved, denoted by mun , in the range of
the chance nodes z’s and by using the following assignments.
1) Let the chance node z (tk ) denote the set of all measurements that can be performed by the sensor at time tk , plus
the value mun : Ω(z (tk )) = {Ω(z(tk )), mun }.
2) Let the decision node u(tk ) denote the set of admissible test decisions at time tk , where ϑi denotes the test
decision to make measurement mi ∈ Ω(z (tk )) at time
tk , and ϑun denotes the decision of not performing any
measurements.
Then, the following CPT is attached to node z (tk )
P (z (tk ) = mi |x(tk ) = κ̄j , u(tk ) = ϑl )

P (mi ), if κ̄j ∈ K̄i and i = l
=
0,
if κ̄j ∈ K̄i , i = l, or l = un
P (z (tk ) = mun |x(tk ) = κ̄j , u(tk ) = ϑl )

1, if l = un ∀j
=
0, if l = un ∀j.

Fig. 7. ID representation of the treasure hunt problem.

measurement-benefit function (8). Since (8) is a function of the
PMF P (y, M ), y must be included in the ID. First, the ID is
augmented with a hidden node y(tk ) that has the same range as
y, and the parent set π(y(tk )) = {z(t1 ), . . . , z(tk )}, as shown
in Fig. 7. Then, based on arc reversal [28], at every time slice tk ,
the CPT attached to y(tk ) is P (y|Ztk ), and may be computed
by one of the recursive formulas derived in Section IV-A [(12)
or (15)], depending on the BN factorization of P (y, M ). Since
y(tk ) is parent only to the utility node, the ID in Fig. 7
does not have a complexity problem, provided that x(tk ) is
observable. If x(tk ) is hidden, or if the set M1 ∪ · · · ∪ Mr
is very large, the solution of this ID may require information
blocking or the use of a limited memory ID (LIMID) [33].
The ID representation (Fig. 7) and solution are demonstrated
through the game of CLUE , as explained in the next section.
The game results obtained in Section VIII show that a computer
player implementing the optimal strategies obtained from the
ID solution outperform previous computer players designed, for
example, via Q-learning and CS, as well as human players.
VII. I MPLEMENTATION
Although there exist several computerized CLUE games,
so far, the mathematical development of game strategies has
been limited to the works in [21] and [22]. In this section, the
methodology presented in Section VI is implemented to obtain
an ID representation of CLUE and to compute optimal game
strategies for moving the pawn and making suggestions based
on the information that becomes available during the game. The
suggestions are viewed as measurements that depend on the
room occupied by the pawn, and the hidden cards are the hypothesis variables. The BN factorization of the PMF P (y, M )
is obtained in the next section, and the connectivity graph is
derived in Section VII-B using an exact cell decomposition
approach.
A. CLUE BN

(22)

In Fig. 7 and in the remainder of this paper, the chance node
z (tk ) is denoted simply by z(tk ).
The reward function R attached to the utility node v(tk )
in Fig. 7 is the measurement profit (1), which includes the

This section reviews the BN model of the CLUE cards,
which was first presented in [21] to automate inference of
the hidden cards. Assume that there are three players in the
game, namely, p1 , p2 , and p3 . After the three hidden cards
are drawn, the remaining 18 cards are randomly distributed
into groups of six cards per player. Every card in the deck
is represented by one node in the CLUE BN and has a
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finite range Ω(x) = {x1 , . . . , xn }, with n mutually exclusive
values, such that

υ(X) =
(1 − δij ),
for xl = xi , xk = xj ,
l k=l

Fig. 8. Structure of approximate BN model for the CLUE cards (taken
from [21]).

range that depends on its category. A room card C r can take
one of nine values, Ω(C r ) = {rd , rl , rb , rh , rk , rg , ra , rs , rc },
representing the dining room (rd ), library (rl ), billiard room
(rb ), hall (rh ), kitchen (rk ), lounge (rg ), ballroom (ra ), study
(rs ), and the conservatory (rc ). A weapon card C w can take
one of six values, Ω(C w ) = {wk , wr , wc , wp , wv , wh }, representing the knife (wk ), rope (wr ), candlestick (wc ), lead pipe
(wp ), revolver (wv ), and the wrench (wh ). A suspect card C s
can take one of six values, Ω(C s ) = {sm , st , sp , sg , sw , sk },
representing Col. Mustard (sm ), Ms. Scarlett (st ), Prof. Plum
(sp ), Mr. Green (sg ), Mrs. White (sw ), and Mrs. Peacock (sk ).
In [21], the exact BN model of the game cards was shown to
have a complexity problem and CPTs of dimensions O(1025 ).
A tractable CLUE BN structure was obtained by introducing
an assumption on the categories of the cards that are dealt to
each player. The cards are dealt uniformly among the three
players such that the following are observed: 1) p1 has two
suspect cards, one weapon card, and three room cards; 2) p2 has
one suspect card, two weapon cards, and three room cards; and
3) p3 has two suspect cards, two weapon cards, and two room
cards.
s
w
r
, Cji
, and Cji
denote the jth suspect, weapon, and
Let Cji
room cards, respectively, which belong to the ith player, with
i = 1, 2. The ID player is always chosen to be p3 , who has the
disadvantage of having less room cards than p1 and p2 . After the
cards are dealt by the simulation, the range of y r is determined
as follows:
r
) = {rι : ι = 1, . . . , 7}
Ω(y r ) = Ω(C r ) \ Ω (Cl3

where i, l = 1, 2, and A \ B denotes the complement set of B in
A. A similar operation is used to determine Ω(y w ) and Ω(y s ).
Since cards of different categories are independent, when a card
is hidden or dealt to a player, it only influences cards of the
same category that are dealt subsequently. Thus, the hidden
cards and the cards dealt to p1 and p2 can be represented by
the CLUE BN in Fig. 8, for which inference is feasible. The
BN CPTs are obtained by noting that cards of the same category
never acquire the same value, and cards of different categories
are independent. Let a binary function υ be defined over a set
of discrete variables X = {x1 , . . . , xn } that all have the same

∀(xl , xk ) ∈ X, xi , xj ∈ Ω(x).

(23)

Then, the CPTs of the CLUE BN shown in Fig. 8 are
given by
  
 
 

∪ π Cji
υ Cji

(24)
P Cji |π(Cji ) =        
Ω Cji − π Cji


1
P y  = j =
∀j ∈ Ω(y  ).
(25)
|Ω(y  )|
The symbol | · | denotes the cardinality of a set, ∪ denotes the
union of sets, and  = s, w, r denotes the card category.
During the game, new evidence for the CLUE BN may
become available during every player’s turn in which a suggestion is proven or refuted. Game evidence is organized into
three independent tables, namely, E s , E w , and E r , which are
used to store hard and soft evidence about each card category.
Hard evidence refers to perfect knowledge of a variable’s value,
whereas soft evidence refers to an observed PMF [28]. Jeffrey’s
rule is used to update soft evidence in a BN with a hidden
node, given soft evidence about its children, ch(·) [36]. Jeffrey’s
rule can also be used for updating hard evidence by means of
a PMF in which the observed variable’s value has probability
one, and all other values in the variable’s range have probability
zero. Let E  denote a |ch(y  )| × |Ω(y  )| matrix of known
probabilities for all children of y  , such that every row in E 


contains the observed PMF of Cji
, for ∀Cji
∈ ch(y  ). At the
onset of the game, all cards have uniform probability over their
range. Hence, all evidence tables are initialized according to the
following equation:


  
1

(26)
E = ekl =
, at t0
|Ω(y  )|
where ekl represents the element in the kth row and lth column
of E  . After t0 , the evidence tables are updated at every player’s
turn, indexed by ti . Evidence is obtained through the players’
suggestions according to the following rules.
1) By the unity law,all probabilities
in the same row must
|Ω(y  )|
sum to one, i.e., l=1 ekl = 1.
2) Hard evidence negating a card’s value is constant over


= ı at tι , then P (Cji
= ı ) = 0
time. Therefore, if Cji
∀ti > tι .
3) Hard evidence supporting a card’s value is constant over
time and also negates all other card values in the same

= m ∈ Ω(y  ) at tι , then enm = 1
category. Thus, if Cni


and enl = ekm = 0 for ∀k = n, ∀l = m, and ∀ti > tι .
During the game, the evidence tables are updated at every
player’s turn using a rule-based system derived from the
CLUE game rules, and shown in Appendix V. The CLUE
BN (Fig. 8) is used to make suggestions and provides a convenient factorization of P (y r , M ), which is used to compute
the measurement-benefit function, as explained in Section IV.
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Convex polygonal decomposition of the pawn’s workspace, where void cells are shown in white, observation cells in gray, and obstacles in black.

Using the approach presented in Section VI, the ID representation of the game is obtained from P (y r , M ) and from the
connectivity graph G, as shown in the next section.
B. ID Representation of CLUE
A connectivity graph for the game of CLUE is obtained
via convex polygonal decomposition [37], using the approach
presented in [1]. During the game, the pawn can translate in
the horizontal or vertical directions inside a 2-D grid in the
CLUE mansion, which is viewed as the pawn’s workspace
and is shown in Fig. 1. Since the rooms can only be accessed
through doors or secret passages, these locations represent the
set K̄i of all observation cells that enable the measurement (or
suggestion) mi , associated with room ri . The decomposition
of this workspace is shown in Fig. 9, with void cells shown in
white and observation cells shown in gray. The corresponding
connectivity graph G is shown in Fig. 10. Using the pruning
algorithm presented in Section VI-A, G is transformed into a
pruned connectivity tree Tr using the pawn’s initial position
κ0 and the desired final position κf , as shown by the example
in Appendix VI. At the onset of the game, κ0 is given by the
starting position of the character impersonated by p3 . During
the game, when the pawn is moved to a room by a player
suggesting its character as the potential suspect, a new Tr is
generated using its new position as κ0 . Also, a new Tr is
required when κf changes as a consequence of the evidence
obtained during the game.
Following the approach presented in Section VI, an ID
representation of the game is obtained by folding Tr and by
introducing test variables and decisions. The CLUE ID has
the structure shown in Fig. 7, where x(tk ) represents the cells
that can be visited at time tk , and tk is the time index for the
turns of p3 . z(tk ) represents the set of suggestions that can be
performed at time tk . The action decision a(tk ) determines the
cell to which the pawn moves at time tk+1 , and the test decision

Fig. 10. Connectivity graph with observations corresponding to the decomposition in Fig. 9, with dashed lines indicating the room that can be entered
through each observation cell, and with dij provided by the taxicab metric [38].

u(tk ) determines whether one of the admissible suggestions
will be performed. Since the turn ends every time a suggestion
is made, the measurement cost J(tk ) is the median distance
that can be traveled in one turn, i.e., three bins. The desired
tradeoff between the three objective functions, i.e., B, D,
and J, is specified through the weights wB , wD , and wJ ,
respectively. A player that favors moving quickly about the
board versus entering the rooms is obtained by choosing wB 
wD , wJ and vice versa. The set of CLUE measurements
consists of the suggestions that can be performed inside the
nine rooms in the mansion and do not belong to p3 , i.e.,
M = {mi : i = 1, . . . , 7, ri ∈ Ω(y r )}, where mi can only be
performed in ri . Each suggestion in M has four the following
mutually exclusive outcomes: m1i = {ri belongs to p1 }, m2i =
{ri belongs to p2 }, m3i = {ri belongs to neither p1 nor p2 },
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Fig. 11. BN factorization of the joint PMF P (y r , M ) for CLUE .

and m4i = {ri is unobserved}. Each outcome corresponds to a
possible reply by p1 or p2 in response to a suggestion by p3
in room ri . Thus, the CPT of a suggestion mi ∈ M in the BN
model shown in Fig. 11 is


r
r
= 1,
P mi = m1i |Cl1
= ri , Cji
= 1, for l = 1, 2, 3
 if υ (π(mi ))
r
r
= 1,
= ri , Cji
P mi = m2i |Cl2
))
=
1,
for
l
= 4, 5, 6
if
υ
(π(m
i


r
= ri = 1,
P mi = m3i |Cji
= 1, for ∀j, i
 if υ (π(mi ))
r
= 1,
P mi = m4i |Cji
(27)
if υ (π(mi )) = 0
r
and is defined ∀Cji
∈ ch(y r ), where υ(·) is given by (23), and
all other CPT entries are set equal to zero. Although the hidden
weapon and suspect cards are also inferred using the CLUE
BN in Fig. 8, they need not be included in the ID because their
suggestions can be made in any room and thus do not depend
on the pawn’s position x(tk ).
The exact LIMID algorithm [33] is implemented using the
MATLAB BN Toolbox [39] to obtain an optimal game strategy
σ ∗ from the CLUE ID. During the game, σ ∗ is updated whenever the pawn is moved to a room by one of the other players or
when the evidence table E r is updated. Some examples of optimal strategies are provided in Table III for various combinations
of κ0 and κf and weights wB and wD , where wJ = 1, and Btot
and Dtot denote the total measurement benefit and distance
traveled over (t0 , tf ], respectively. It can be seen from Table III
that when wD  wB , the cell sequence specified by σ ∗ has
fewer observation cells, unless entering a room shortens the
distance traveled by means of a secret passage (test decisions
not shown for simplicity). When wB = 0, the optimal strategy
includes u∗ (tk ) = mun ∀k, and the resulting cell sequence
includes mostly void cells (Table III). On the other hand, when
wD  wB , σ ∗ includes several observation cells and frequent
decisions to enter rooms and make suggestions. Also, based on
σ ∗ , when the expected measurement benefit is low, the pawn
moves through a room without making a suggestion in order to
use a secret passage to another room.

VIII. G AME R ESULTS
A computer player implementing the optimal strategies obtained from the CLUE ID was tested by making it compete
against human and computer players implementing BNs [21],

Q-learning [22], and CS [14] in order to demonstrate the ID
representation and solution of the treasure hunt problem. Since
humans are very effective at winning the game of CLUE
[21], [22], an interactive simulation of the game is developed
through the MATLAB Graphical User Interface Toolbox [40]
to allow the human players to confront the computer players.
After a character and a pawn are assigned to each player, the
simulation deals the cards. At any time during the game, the
human players can see their cards on the screen at the command
of a button. The die is replicated by a random number generator
that produces an integer between one and six. The mansion is
illustrated on an interactive board where the players can move
the pawns, and enter rooms through doors or secret passages,
as in the real game. Humans refute and make suggestions
by means of pull-down menus, while the computer players
exchange data in the MATLAB environment and display cards
on the screen to the humans. The same simulation is also used
to compare different computer players.
All of the computer players are fully autonomous. The ID
player implements the action decisions in σ ∗ to move its pawn,
and uses the test decisions, together with the CLUE BN in
Fig. 8, to make suggestions. The BN player uses a CLUE
BN to make suggestions and a heuristic rule described in [21]
to navigate the board without implementing the ID presented
in this paper. The CS player implements the heuristic rule
in [21] to move the pawn but uses the approach in [14, Ch.
5] to make suggestions based on the following constraints:



C1) y  = Cji
∀, i, j and C2) Cji
= Cnm
for i, m = 2, 3, j,
n = 1, 2, 3, and i = m or j = n. Suppose that the CS player
makes a suggestion G = {sG , wG , rG } regarding the hidden
suspect, weapon, and room cards. When the ith player refutes

it by showing a card G , Cji
= G is obtained for some  = s,
w, r and j = 1, 2, 3, and C1) and C2) are updated accordingly.
Thus, in order to make a future suggestion, the CS player
searches a new assignment for sG , wG , and rG that satisfies
the updated constraints [C1) and C2)].
The simulations in Table IV verify that when three players
of the same type play against each other, they have an approximately equal chance of winning. As shown by the results of
100 games in Tables V and VI, both the ID and BN players
outperform the CS player. It can be seen that, on average, the
ID player determines the room card y r in the smallest number
of turns and wins more often against the CS players because it
optimizes the total reward (2) representing a tradeoff between
measurement benefit and distance. The effectiveness of the ID
approach compared to the BN approach is confirmed by the
results in Table VII that are obtained from 50 games in which
the ID player confronts two BN players and wins approximately
three times as many games as each BN player does. The ID
player is found to always outperform the BN player and to
display a higher winning rate not only against two CS players
(Table VI) but also against two humans (Table VIII). It can be
seen that the two humans perform differently against both the
BN and ID players. As shown by the studies presented at the
end of this section, this difference is caused by the different
levels of skill and experience with the game.
Recently, a neural-network (NN) CLUE player implementing Q-learning was presented in [22]. In this approach, a
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TABLE III
EXAMPLES OF OPTIMAL CLUE PATHS

TABLE IV
GAME RESULTS FOR THREE PLAYERS OF THE SAME TYPE

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF BN PLAYER COMPETING AGAINST TWO CS PLAYERS

TABLE VIII
WINNING RATE OF ID AND BN PLAYERS COMPETING
AGAINST TWO HUMAN PLAYERS

TABLE IX
GAME RESULTS FOR ID, NN, AND BN PLAYERS

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF ID PLAYER COMPETING AGAINST TWO CS PLAYERS

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF ID PLAYER COMPETING AGAINST TWO BN PLAYERS

sigmoidal NN is used to approximate the measurement-benefit
function, or Q function, based on previous game histories. The
PMF of the hidden cards is viewed as the state of a Markov
decision process with an unknown transition probability function. Then, during the game, optimal stationary policies are

computed via Q-learning and used by the NN player to move
the pawn and make suggestions. The results obtained from
50 games in Table IX show that the ID player is the most
effective at winning the game, when compared to the NN and
BN players, and that the NN player is more effective than the
BN player. The NN player determines the room card y r in the
smallest number of turns, indicating that it may be the most
effective at approximating the measurement-benefit function.
However, its winning rate is lower than that of the ID player
because it is less effective at navigating the mansion based
on the available suggestions, i.e., at solving the treasure hunt
problem. Thus, the NN player may win, for example, when the
hidden room is near its initial position or is entered by chance.
The results also show that when more skilled players, such as
humans, are involved, the games tend to be shorter because
more useful evidence about the hidden cards is obtained from
other players’ suggestions (Appendix V). For example, when
the ID player plays against experienced humans, most games
are won after approximately eight turns, whereas against CS
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TABLE X
GAME RESULTS FOR INEXPERIENCED HUMAN PLAYERS

TABLE XI
GAME RESULTS FOR EXPERIENCED HUMAN PLAYERS

players, all games last for at least ten turns, and 30% of the
games are won after approximately 14 turns.
A total of nine human players between the ages of 15 and
30 years old, and with different levels of experience, was
recruited to confront the computer players. These players are
referred to as experienced and inexperienced, based on whether
they have previously played the board game or not, respectively.
In this paper, the total number of games played varies based
on the availability of the human players, and the results are
averaged to obtain comparable performance metrics across
trials. The final results summarized in Tables X and XI show
that by utilizing the ID, the computer player wins more often
than both inexperienced and experienced humans. Without an
ID, the BN player wins more often than the CS player and
the inexperienced humans, but less often than the experienced
humans. The game records show that the player who first
determines the hidden room card y r wins the game and that the
ID player typically does so before the other players. However,
in games won by the experienced humans (Table X) and by
the NN player (Table IX), on average, the winning players
took less turns to determine y r than the winning ID player.
Moreover, by comparing Table X with Table XI, it can be seen
that the use of an ID in the computer player is more important
against the experienced players, whereas the ID and BN players
perform similarly against the inexperienced human players
(Table X). From these results, it can be concluded that the ID
player’s effectiveness is due to its strategy for deciding the pawn
movements and suggestions that optimize the inference process
for y r while minimizing the distance traveled by the pawn in
order to determine y r and win the game as quickly as possible.
IX. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
The objective of the treasure hunt problem is to infer a hidden
hypothesis variable or treasure from an available set of mea-

surements or clues that are accessible only through observation
cells in a given connectivity graph. Using the novel pruning
algorithm and the measurement-benefit function presented in
this paper, a reduced subset of feasible paths is obtained in the
form of a pruned connectivity tree, which can be folded into a
tractable ID. Also, under proper assumptions, the measurementbenefit function can be computed efficiently over time, without
marginalizing over all possible measurements. The board game
of CLUE is found to be an excellent benchmark for illustrating the treasure hunt problem’s formulation and solution.
The game results show that a computer player implementing the
optimal search strategies obtained from the ID representation of
the game outperforms existing computer players implementing
BNs, Q-learning, or CS, as well as human players. More
importantly, the same algorithms can be used to manage robotic
sensors in mine-hunting and pursuit-evasion applications, as
shown in [1] and [3]. In these applications, the connectivity
graph can be obtained by an approximate cell decomposition
approach, which is presented in [1], and the BN factorization
of the sensor model can be obtained from prior sensor data,
as shown in [23] and [24]. Then, the measurement-benefit
function and pruning algorithm presented in this paper are used
to compute optimal sensing strategies that include the sensor’s
motion, mode, and measurement sequence [1].
A PPENDIX I
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4.1
At time t0 , before any measurements are taken, the uncertainty in the hypothesis variable y is the entropy H(y),
computed from the prior probability P (y). At time t1 , when
the first measurement z1 is obtained, the uncertainty in y is
given by H(y|z1 ) and using the result that conditioning reduces
entropy [27]
H(y|z1 ) ≤ H(y)
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where the equality holds if and only if y ⊥ z1 . At time t2 , when
a second measurement z2 is obtained, the chain rule for entropy
[27] is applied such that
H(y, z1 , z2 ) = H(y, z1 |z2 ) + H(z2 )
= H(y|z2 , z1 ) + H(z1 |z2 ) + H(z2 )
H(y, z1 ) = H(z1 ) + H(y|z1 ).

H(y|z1 , z2 ) = H(y, z1 |z2 )−H(z1 |z2 ) ≤ H(y, z1 )−H(z1 |z2 )
(31)
where the inequality applies because conditioning reduces entropy. Using (30), the aforesaid inequality is
H(y|z1 , z2 ) ≤ H(y|z1 ) + H(z1 ) − H(z1 |z2 ).

(32)

Furthermore, H(z1 |z2 ) ≤ H(z1 ), so [H(z1 ) − H(z1 |z2 )] ≥
0, and it follows from (32) that conditioning the probability
of y upon both z1 and z2 must reduce entropy with respect to
conditioning y upon z1 alone, regardless of the outcome of z2
H(y|z1 , z2 ) ≤ H(y|z1 ).

f


H(y|z1 , . . . , zf ) ≤ H(y|z1 , . . . , zj ) ≤ H(y|z1 , . . . , zi ) ≤ H(y)
(34)
provided that tj > ti . Thus, the conditional entropy is a
decreasing function of the measurements, and when y ⊥
z1 , . . . , zf , it is a monotonically decreasing function, since the
aforementioned inequalities all become strict inequalities.
If we let H(tk ) be the entropy of the hypothesis variable y
conditioned upon all of the measurements obtained up to tk , the
entropy reduction during a time step in which zk is obtained
ΔH(tk ) ≡ H(tk−1 ) − H(tk ) = I(y; zk |zk−1 , . . . , z1 ) ≥ 0
(35)
is the reduction in entropy brought about by zk , and from (34),
it is always a nonnegative quantity. From the definition in (4), it
can be seen that the entropy reduction between two time steps is
the mutual information between y and the latest measurement
zk , given all previous measurements up to zk−1 . The entropy
reduction is an additive function over time because, for any two
time instants ti , tj ∈ (t0 , tf ], with ti < tj , the total reduction
in entropy incurred over the time interval [ti , tj ] is equal to the
sum of the entropy reductions during all time steps in [ti , tj ]
ΔH(tk ) =ΔH(ti )+ΔH(ti+1 )+· · ·

ΔH(tk ) = H(y) − H(y|z1 , . . . , zf )

k=1

= I(y; z1 , . . . , zf ) = Btot

(37)

and represents the reduction in the uncertainty of y due to all of

the measurements obtained over (t0 , tf ].
A PPENDIX II
P ROOF OF R EMARK 4.2
Let Mk = {m , . . . , ml } ⊂ M denote a subset of k measurements in M = {m1 , . . . , mr }, with k < r, which are performed during the time interval (t0 , tk ] ∈ (t0 , tf ], leading to the
measurement sequence Ztk = {z1 = m , . . . , zk = ml }. Then,
the total measurement benefit up to time tk is
B(tk ) =

k


ΔH(ti ) = I(y; z1 , . . . , zk ) = I(y; m , . . . , ml )

i=1

(33)

Let zi and zj be any two measurements taken at times ti
and tj , respectively, during the time interval (t0 , tf ]. Then, by
induction

j


The total entropy reduction simplifies to a mutual information
because all of the intermediate terms cancel each other out

(29)
(30)

Then, the conditional entropy at t2 can be written as
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(38)
according to Theorem IV-A. Where, Mk and M are unordered
sets, while Ztk is a totally ordered set or sequence. Consider a different sequence of the same tests Mk , such that
another totally ordered set is defined, for example, Ztk = {z1 =
ml , . . . , zk = mj }. Then, the total measurement benefit up to
time tk is
B (tk ) =

k


ΔH(ti ) = I(y; z1 , . . . , zk ) = I(y; ml , . . . , mj ).

i=1

(39)
From the definition of mutual information [(4)]
I(y; m , mj , . . . , ml )


P (y|m , mj , . . . , ml )
= Ey,m ,mj ,...,ml log2
P (y)


P (y|ml , m , . . . , mj )
= Ey,ml ,m ,...,mj log2
P (y)
(40)
= I(y; ml , m , . . . , mj )
where the expectation Ey,m ,mj ,...,ml is computed by
marginalizing its argument multiplied by the joint PMF
P (y, m , mj , . . . , ml ). Since both the marginalization operation and the union of sets (denoted by a comma in the PMFs)
are commutative, the mutual information of y and Ztk can
be written as in (40). Thus, I(y; z1 , . . . , zk ) = I(y; Mk ), or
B(tk ) = B (tk ), for any ordered sequence Ztk containing the

set of measurements Mk .

k=i

+ΔH(tj−1 )+ΔH(tj )
=H(y|z1 , . . . , zi−1 )−H(y|z1 , . . . , zi )
+H(y|z1 , . . . , zi )−H(y|z1 , . . . , zi+1 )
+· · ·+H(y|z1 , . . . , zj−2 )−H(y|z1 , . . . , zj−1 )
+H(y|z1 , . . . , zj−1 )−H(y|z1 , . . . , zj )
=H(y|z1 , . . . , zi−1 )−H(y|z1 , . . . , zj )
(36)
=I(y; zj , . . . , zi |zi−1 , . . . , z1 ).

A PPENDIX III
L ABEL -C ORRECTING P RUNING A LGORITHM
The variable structures introduced in Section VI-A support
the following operations.
1) ADJACENT(n, nroot , ns ): Obtain all of the nodes adjacent to n in G that are within a distance dM of ns , and do
not include nroot .
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(branchold , t) ← CUT(TREE(j, ·))
if distancenew < DISTtot (j, t)
begin
TREE ← PRUNE (TREE, TREE
(j, t))
ng = na
end;
end;

2) CUT(branch, t): Remove all nodes that follow the last
observation cell in branch columnwise, and return the
time index t of the last observation cell.
3) GROW(TREE, n, ng ): Add the arc n → ng to the tree
structure in TREE.
4) GETOBSERV(branch): Extracts all observation cells in
branch and sorts them in ascending-order number (i.e.,
absolute value).
5) INSERT(LIST, n): Adds an item n at the end of the list
in LIST.
6) PRUNE(TREE, n): For any branch in TREE with n as
a leaf, cut the branch down to but not including its first
joint, which is the last node going forward in time that
generates other branches not ending in n (i.e., is repeated
along the same column).
Then, the following algorithm produces the connectivity tree
Tr associated with G, κ0 , and κf , for a parameter dM that is
chosen by the user:
Pruning Algorithm {
procedure Tr (G, κ0 , κf , dM )
begin
initialize TREE = {κ0 }, and all other variables as
empty
while ¬ END(TREE) do
in ← index of first, shortest row in TREE that does
not end in κf
ivoid ← index of first observation-free branch of
shortest overall distance
n = TREE(in , end), nroot = TREE(in , end − 1),
ns = TREE(ivoid , end)
adjacent ← ADJACENT(n, nroot , ns )
for every node na ∈ adjacent do
ng = nil
branchnew ← GROW(TREE(in , ·), n, na )
distancenew = DISTshort (n) + D(n, na )
if na ∈ VISITED then
begin
ng = na
VISITED ← INSERT(VISITED, na )
DISTshort ←
INSERT(DISTshort , distancenew )
end;
else if na > 0[na ∈ Kvoid ] and distancenew <
DISTshort (na ) then
begin
TREE ← PRUNE(TREE, na )
ng = na
end;
else if na < [na ∈ Kz ] then
begin
observnew = GETOBSERV(branchnew )
j ← index value that gives
OBSERV(j, ·) = observnew
if j = nil then ng = na
else [observnew ∈ OBSERV]
begin

end;
TREE ← GROW(TREE, n, ng )
Update DIST, DISTtot , DISTshort , and
OBSERV based on n and ng
nchild ← INSERT(nchild , ng )
end; [f or loop]
if nchild = nil then TREE ← PRUNE (TREE, n)
nchild = nil
end; [while loop]
end; [procedure]
}
A PPENDIX IV
P ROPERTIES OF P RUNED C ONNECTIVITY T REE
The pruning algorithm applies the principle of optimality
[34] to paths connecting two cells κ0 and κf in G. First,
we demonstrate that Tr contains the path of shortest overall
distance d0f = df 0 . Since κf is fixed, we seek the shortest
path from κf to κ0 by means of dynamic programming, working backward from κ0 to κf . At the second-to-the-last stage,
(t0 , t1 ], the admissible cells, denoted by the set N (t1 ), are those
adjacent to κ0 , and they are all kept by the algorithm, along with
their distance, and marked “visited.” At t1 , all paths are already
optimal because there is only one path to each admissible cell.
At t2 , however, the set of admissible cells N (t2 ) contains all
cells adjacent to every cell in N (t1 ). Suppose that a void cell κa
is revisited, then only the path with the shortest overall distance
d∗0a is kept by the pruning algorithm. Thus, at any time index tk ,
with t0 ≤ tk ≤ tf , the set N ∗ (tk ) > 0 of admissible and void
cells that are kept in Tr lies on the path of minimum distance
between t0 and tk . Suppose that N ∗ (tk ) = {κa , κb , κc }, then
the paths kept are those with the optimal distances d∗0a , d∗0b , and
d∗0c , respectively. By the principle of optimality, it follows that
for each of these paths
d∗f a0 = d∗0a + daf
d∗f b0 = d∗0b + dbf
d∗f c0 = d∗0c + dcf
where d∗f a0 corresponds to the path of minimum distance from
κf to κ0 , through κa . Thus, if any of the cells in N ∗ (tk ),
for example, κb , lie on the path of minimum overall distance,
i.e., d∗f 0 = d∗f b0 , then the optimal path kept between κ0 and
κb also lies on the optimal path between κf and κ0 (which is
found when the algorithm terminates). Since the shortest path
connecting κf to κ0 is equivalent to the shortest path connecting
κ0 to κf , and d∗f 0 = d∗0f , then the pruning algorithm keeps the
optimal path, provided that all cells are void.
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Now, suppose that some of the cells in G are observation cells
and are thus not always eliminated based solely on distance. If
an observation cell κ̄e is visited for the first time, or is revisited
through a noninformation-equivalent branch (j = nil), then it
is always kept regardless of distance. Since this step does not
eliminate but only adds paths, it cannot eliminate the overall
optimal path, with distance d∗0f . Instead, suppose that κ̄e is
visited twice by the algorithm: once at time ti by a path
through a cell κa and once at time tj ≥ ti by a path through
κb that is characterized by a shorter distance, i.e., d∗0e = d∗0be <
d∗0ae . Then, if the two paths are information equivalent, the
observation cell is treated like a void cell, and the path κ0 . . . →
κb . . . → κ̄e is kept such that
d∗f e0 = d∗0e + def .
Thus, if κ̄e lies on the shortest path from κf to κ0 , then so
does the path through κb , with distance d∗0be , which is kept
by the pruning algorithm. The same argument applies to any
subsequent time when κ̄e is revisited through an informationequivalent branch that is shorter than the one stored in TREE.
Hence, the branch that remains when the tree is complete is the
shortest of all information-equivalent branches connecting κ0
and κf through κ̄e .
The final case is that of an observation cell, for example,
κ̄g , which is revisited through an information-equivalent branch
through a cell κa . Suppose that the existing informationequivalent branch in TREE, through κb , contains κ̄g (by definition of information-equivalent branches) but terminates in
another cell κc . In other words, the two branches are distinct
and information equivalent, but the paths connecting κ0 and
κ̄g along them are not information equivalent. In this case, the
shortest branch can still be eliminated. Consider the existing
branch up to the last observation cell in it, for instance, κ̄e ,
such that the new branch κ0 . . . → κa . . . → κ̄g can be compared to the shortest information-equivalent path in the existing
branch, namely, κ0 . . . → κb . . . → κ̄g . . . → κ̄e (which has
been pruned of the path connecting κ̄e to κc but may still
contain κb as well as any other cells anywhere along the path). If
d0ge > d0ag , then d0ag < d0bg because dge cannot be negative.
By the principle of optimality d∗0g = d0ag , and if κ̄g lies on the
overall optimal path from κf to κ0 , so does the path κ0 . . . →
κa . . . → κ̄g . Since the existing path through κb to κ̄g is distinct
and suboptimal with respect to the former, then it cannot lie
on the shortest path from κf to κ0 . Thus, this existing branch
can be eliminated because it is information equivalent and
longer in distance than the new branch. Moreover, eliminating
this branch does not eliminate another possibly optimal path
because if such a path went through the existing branch, then it
would go through κ̄g , and if κ̄g lies on the optimal path, then,
by the principle of optimality, the optimal path must include
κ0 . . . → κa . . . → κ̄g , or d∗f 0 = d∗0ag + dgf .
Finally, through the operation ADJACENT, the pruning algorithm disallows the parent of a cell to be its direct child
because this branch always leads to a suboptimal path. Consider
a branch κ0 . . . → κp → κc in TREE that can be grown through
the cells adjacent to its last cell κc . By definition, the parent κp
is always adjacent to the child cell in TREE (in this case, κc ).
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Also, if κp is in TREE, it implies that its branch contains
the shortest information-equivalent path from κ0 to κp with
the shortest distance d∗0p , and d∗f 0 = d∗0p + dpf . Thus, if κc is
added to the branch along with κp as its direct child, producing
κ0 . . . → κp → κc → κp . . . → κf , the resulting total distance
is d∗0p + 2 · dpc + dpf > d∗0p + dpc + dpf and is thus suboptimal, even when κp lies on the optimal path from κf to κ0 .
Moreover, since the order of the measurements is irrelevant
(Remark 4-2), if κp is an observation cell, then revisiting it at
a later time never adds information benefit to the path, and the
branch remains information equivalent to itself.
A PPENDIX V
E VIDENCE -T ABLE U PDATE P ROCEDURE
Let the set of values G = {sG , wG , rG } denote the suggestion of a player whose pawn is in room rG , where sG ∈ Ω(C s ),
wG ∈ Ω(C w ), and rG ∈ Ω(C r ). The following are the two
cases that allow p3 to obtain soft evidence from the suggestion
of another player: 1) One or more players are not able to refute
the suggestion of pi (∀i), revealing that they do not possess
any of the three cards, or 2) a player refutes the suggestion
made by a player other than p3 . In these cases, p3 obtains
soft evidence about G that must be placed in the context of
prior hard evidence. Hard evidence is obtained only when a
player refutes a suggestion made by p3 . The evidence tables
are updated by steps 1) and 2) hereinafter, which update the
probabilities and guarantee that rules (1)–(3) in Section VII-A
are satisfied, respectively.
1) The evidence tables are updated to reflect the evidence
gathered from the latest turn tι .
a) Soft evidence: Let G denote a suggestion by pi that
cannot be refuted by a player. Then, for any pk (k = i,
k = 3) that cannot refute G, set
ejm = 0,


for ∀G ∈ G, and Cjk
∈ ch(y  )∀j

(41)

where G = m ∈ Ω(y  ).
b) Soft evidence: Let G denote a suggestion by pi that is
refuted by pk (i, k = 3, i = k), using a card CG that is
unknown to p3 , but such that Ω(CG ) = G. Let φ =

∈ ch(y  )} denote the
Ω(y  ) \ {m : enm = 1, ∀Cni
set of free values for cards of the th category,

. The set φG ≡ G ∩ (φs ∪ φw ∪ φr )
based on Eold
contains the free values in G, and the evidence table is
updated by
 

 

eln =Pnew Clk
= G = P Clk
= G |CG = G P (CG = G )

 
+P Clk
= G |CG = G [1−P (CG = G )]
 

≈ P (CG = G )+Pold Clk
= G [1−P (CG = G )]
(42)
where G = n ∈ Ω(y  ), Pold (·) is

from Eold

 
l = max P Cjk
= G
j


P (CG = G ) =

1/|φG |,
0,
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c) Hard evidence: Let G denote a suggestion by p3 that
is refuted by pk (k = 1 or 2), using a card G =

), where H is the
m ∈ Ω(y  ). Let h = maxj H(Cjk


entropy. Then, ehm = 1 and ehl = 0 for ∀l = m in
table E  .
2) Normalize the row and column containing the element eij
updated in Step I:
a) Let |Ω(y  )| be the number of columns in E  . Then, if
eil = 1, set eim = 0 for ∀m = l. Otherwise, let
Δei

=1 −


)
|Ω(y
|

eim

m=1

eil = eil +

Δei
,
|Ω(y  )|

for

∀l = j

and

∀eil = 0.

Set all negative elements eil equal to zero, and repeat the aforementioned procedure until they all are
nonnegative.
b) Consider the column in E  that contains eij . If ekj =
1, set enj = 0 for ∀n = k and n = i. Otherwise, leave
the column unaltered.
A PPENDIX VI
E XAMPLE OF C ONNECTIVITY T REE IN THE
G AME OF CLUE
NODES OF Tr OBTAINED FROM G IN FIG. 10 FOR dM = 5, κ0 = κ1 , AND
κf = κ51 (ARCS AND COSTS ARE SHOWN IN FIG. 10)
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